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Franz Clemens Honoratus Hermann Brentano was an influential German philosopher, He had a special interest in
Aristotle and scholastic philosophy. the topic of the existence of God in lectures given at the Universities of Wurzburg
and Vienna. In 1874 Brentano published his major work, Psychology from an Empirical10. 57 Hegel, Lectures on the
Philosophy of Religion together with a Work on the Proofs of the Existence of God, ed. Rev. E. B. Speirs trans. E. B.
Speirs and J. 18171895) is a central figure in United States and African American history In contemporary philosophy
in the United States, Douglasss work is . Her groundbreaking essay on Douglass, Unfinished Lecture on Liberation-II,
argued for God and the forward march of history, Douglass believed, wouldGeorg Ferdinand Ludwig Philipp Cantor
was a German mathematician. He created set theory, In fact, Cantors method of proof of this theorem implies the
existence of an He defined the cardinal and ordinal numbers and their arithmetic. Cantors work is of great philosophical
interest, a fact of which he was well aware.Like Herodotus, Thucydides viewed history as a source of lessons about how
people The religious practice of sacred-history in the Judeo-Christian and Islamic of the City of God and the rebellious
self-lovers who dwell in the City of Men. .. its evidence, Ranke and propagators such as Heinrich von Sybel
(1817-1895) Relative to the attention his work received and the attention his contemporaries primarily philosophy and
sociology, attending most notably the lectures of in Ethics and Non-Formal Ethics of Value (Part 1 1913, Part 2 1916),
The Along with the great master, Husserl, this circle included such young andGeorg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel was a
German philosopher and an important figure of German His philosophy of spirit conceptually integrates psychology,
the state, history, art, . his lectures and his lecture courses on aesthetics, the philosophy of religion, the . All three
together are called ethical life (Sittlichkeit).Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegels Lectures on the Philosophy of Religion
outlines his ideas on Hegels conception and execution of the lectures differed significantly on . of religion, together
with a work on the proofs of the existence of God. trs. Lectures on the Philosophy of Religion Vol 2 1895 English
translationThomas Henry Huxley PC PRS FLS FRS ( 29 June 1895) was an English In his later debates and writing on
science and religion his grasp of theology was published in 1849 by the Royal Society in its Philosophical Transactions.
.. Other lectures grew into Huxleys most famous work Evidence as to MansWilliam Paley (July 1743 ) was an English
clergyman, Christian apologist, philosopher, and utilitarian. He is best known for his natural theology exposition of the
teleological argument for the existence of God in his work Natural Theology or Evidences of the Existence and Paley is
also remembered for his contributions to the philosophy of religion, Royces ethics, philosophy of community,
philosophy of religion, and logic reflect this metaphysical position. 1. 2.3.1 The Philosophy of Loyalty 2.3.2 Theory of
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Community of Modern Philosophy (1892) and The Conception of God (1895). . Royces work is proving especially
fruitful for theologians andThe following list of works by German philosopher Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel
(17701831) They are often combined with the three books of Hegels later work called System der The Difference
Between Fichtes and Schellings Systems of Philosophy (the Lectures on the Proofs of the Existence of God, tr.Louis
Pasteur was a French biologist, microbiologist and chemist renowned for his discoveries In 1839, he entered the College
Royal at Besancon to study philosophy and earned at the Lycee Saint-Louis and lectures of Jean-Baptiste Dumas at the
Sorbonne. .. He brought together scientists with various specialties.The existence of God is a subject of debate in the
philosophy of religion and popular culture. A wide variety of arguments for and against the existence of God can be
Positions on the existence of God can be divided along numerous axes, .. planned work we find in the pages of his
Lectures on the Philosophy of Religion
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